“Unveil cells at the molecular level and bring the findings to clinical application”

Cells dynamically change their shape depending on developmental stages and/or their functional activities. The morphological changes of cells are driven mainly by cytoskeletal dynamics and intracellular membrane traffic. We study mechanisms of cellular morphogenesis, and their roles in physiological and pathological contexts. Screening of novel inhibitors targeting the cellular morphogenesis are also being carried out.

Research Topics

1. Structural dynamics of functional molecules

2. Mechanisms of cell differentiation (neurons and muscles)

3. Cancer invasion and anti-invasion drug screening

4. Mechanism of malarial infection and anti-malarial drug screening

Techniques

Cell Biology (cell culture, transfection, RNA interference)
Imaging (live imaging, confocal microscopy, electron microscopy)
Molecular biology (PCR, DNA cloning, site directed mutagenesis)
Biochemistry (protein purification, Western blot, ELISA, in vitro reconstitution)
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